Club Moorings
One of the most popular benefits of being a Royal Savage Yacht Club member is the use of
several club-maintained private moorings, in popular
nearby anchorages. There are currently nine club
moorings: three in Converse Bay, two in Porter Bay,
three in Kingsland Bay and one in Town Farm Bay. All
buoys are identified with the letters RSYC and are either
White or Orange as noted in the detail descriptions,
pickup buoys are also marked “RSYC” and the masts
have black stripes for easier identification. The
moorings are available to any club member flying the
RSYC burgee on a first-come, first-served basis. There
is no sign-up or reservation system. If you raft up with
friends, that increases the number of members who can
enjoy the moorings.
The moorings are intended for day and overnight use in fair weather conditions. The vessel’s
Captain is solely responsible for the safety of his/her vessel while using a club mooring as the
adequacy of the mooring is dependent on the size, weight and windage of the vessel or raft of
vessels. It is strongly recommended vessels be attended at any time when there is the risk of a
storm or strong blow. Mooring details including coordinates, water depth, anchor and rode are
provided in the table at the end of this section. This information is included to aid Captains in
locating moorings and making decisions on the capability of these moorings for their vessel.
All nine moorings were inspected in May 2020 for the first time in many years. Maintenance
requirements were identified and all required work was completed in June.
Please report any issues with moorings to Charlie Hillman at cehillman@comcast.net. In the
past we have had problems with pick up buoys disappearing. All are much more securely
attached this year so we are hoping for the best! We also welcome ideas for additional
moorings. Please feel free to submit your suggestions (with GPS location if possible) for
consideration.

